
Image empire builder, Judy B Swartz, has inspired 
and crafted the original and memorable styles of many of the 
world’s most popular entertainment icons. Her style roster 
includes an endless array of celebrities known for their unique 
and confident fashion attitude. Judy as Senior Vice President 
and Stylist, substantially created the apparel and product lines 
that catapulted personalities Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen into 
a multi-million dollar brand mecca. She was also brought 
aboard as a consultant to Disney for the launch of the Hannah 
Montana fashion brand. Judy was tapped by Pocket.Watch to 
work on Ryans Toy Review, she renamed it to “Ryans World” 
and created the Style Guide that drove the products to a 
successful retail launch which is a multi-million dollar brand to 
date. Judy has styled and designed Melissa McCarthy for three 
global film tours for media and red carpet events. Judy also 
helped launch Melissa’s Seven7 fashion label. Most recently 
Judy was hired as a consultant for Jane Fonda on her active 
and atleisure line. Judy has also been the creative guru sought 
after on over 80 music videos for 50 top grossing artists and 
as an established Costume Designer for feature films,
mini-series and television shows. Her artistic portfolio reads 
like a Hollywood Walk of Fame. 

The industry has long been aware of Judy’s ability to envision major fashion trends 
years before they hit the retail market. Her keen ability to resonate with social culture 
and to future cast what’s next can take any apparel or product line and turn
enthusiasm and excitement into massive consumer sales. She has a passion for
designing clothing, products and accessories that make women of all ages and sizes 
feel wonderful about themselves. Judy has found fashion to be a perfect path to 
building self-esteem and one’s own sense of style. Feeling good in your own skin is 
what her brand Real Fashion for Real Women® is all about.

Judy has also developed a fresh fashion line called Gratitude Attitude®. Touching people’s lives by
empowering their sense of confidence, feeling gracious for the gifts they have and sharing them with others 
is Judy’s greatest joy. This emotional connection is fuel to her soul and like an ocean of inspiration to her 
gentle, yet always energetic, creative spirit. We cannot wait to see what is next from Judy B. Swartz.

https://www.judybswartz.com


